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Abstract 

 

Studies have shown that with increasing climate changes, white footed deer mice Peromyscus 

leucopus has extended its range farther north, potentially displacing populations of woodland 

deer mice, Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis. Species differentiation has been understudied for 

these species of Peromyscus, so this investigation determined how climatic trends affect 

population densities for both Peromyscus species and if habitat selection or reproductive 

behavior can explain significant population differences between the two species. All data studied 

and collected was conducted at the University of Notre Dame Environmental Research Center 

(UNDERC) in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. A five-year dataset using expert trapping data, 

National Ecological Observation Network data, and field data was used for population and 

habitat selection analysis. The results found that precipitation has a significant effect on 

population density of P. maniculatus, reproduction behavior is affected by both species and time 

distribution, and habitat type has no relationship to capture success between species.   



Introduction 

Deer mice, Peromyscus, are widespread throughout North America but their ranges seem 

to be changing with global climate change. Studies have shown that with increasing frequency of 

shorter winters and earlier springs, P. leucopus has extended its range farther north (Meyers et. al 

2009; Roy Dufresne et al., 2013), potentially displacing resident populations of P. maniculatus 

(Meyers et al. 2009). Current species coexistence research for P. leucopus and P. maniculatus 

has concluded that these species are equivalent in niche occupancy (Klein 1960), interspecific 

dominance behavior (Wolff et al. 1983), and diet (Wolff 1985); however, differences occur in 

foraging behavior (Cramer 2014) and more controversially, habitat selection (Wolff 1982; Barry 

et al. 1984; Bowker and Pearson 1985). Although both are considered habitat generalists 

(Drickamer 1987), P. leucopus may prefer habitats with more coarse woody debris, like tree fall 

gaps (Greenberg 2002; Persons and Eason 2019). If P. leucopus populations have changed their 

distribution over time, comparing habitat selection between the two species’ may provide 

information concerning population displacement and competition. Additionally, any differences 

in reproduction behavior, as postulated by the northward expansion theory, should also support 

any differences in population sizes. 

The northward expansion theory was tested at a specific location in the Upper Peninsula 

of Michigan, as populations of P. maniculatus gracilis are prevalent but P. leucopus are 

uncommon in this area. The present investigation will attempt to determine how climatic trends 

affect population densities for both UP Peromyscus species throughout the last five years and if 

habitat selection or reproductive behavior can explain significant population differences between 

the two species. The specific hypothesis being tested is that increased warmer weather leading 

into the fall will result in increases in P. leucopus population densities and decreases in P. 



maniculatus gracilis, there will be reproduction differences between the species wherein P. 

leucopus will continue breeding further into the summer season, and that disturbed habitats will 

be more heavily populated by P. leucopus. 

 

Methods 

Study Area and Plot Selection 

This study, along with all other long term data included, was conducted at the University 

of Notre Dame Environmental Research Center (UNDERC) in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan 

(46º13’N 89º32’W).  

To analyze current population estimates based on habitat type, two 100m x 25m transects 

were set in three types of disturbed sites: along the length of a powerline, within 100m of a 

building, and within tree fall gaps with canopy density < 75%.  Five sites were chosen for each 

habitat type, with the exception of the building sites due to lack of available locations, and two 

replicates for each habitat were randomly selected to be sampled. All sites were at least 300km 

away from each other to ensure that there would be no migration between sites. Two additional 

sites were randomly selected from established trapping grids (Cramer 2019) within a closed 

maple forest habitat type for comparison to disturbed sites.  

Long term population data analyses were based on two sources: expert trapping data from 

2015 to 2018 (Cramer 2019) and National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) trapping 

data from 2014 to 2018. Expert trapping data came from 8 different 60m x 60m grids established 

throughout the research center. NEON data included 90m x 90m grids deemed “pathogen sites”, 

listed as UNDE_012, UNDE_027, and UNDE_027. 

 



Sampling Procedure 

Sampling procedures throughout the varying data sources were similar. Sherman live 

traps were placed at 10-15m intervals throughout the grid/transect and set with bait before sunset 

and subsequently checked the next morning for three consecutive days. At the end of the three 

days, traps were set at a different site and the process repeated until all grids were completed in 

the constraint of the month. In the long term data, June, July, August, and September were 

sampled every year at all the sites for the full three days, barring unforeseen obstacles. Data 

collected for the habitat selection population estimates were conducted solely in July 2019. 

When mice were captured, species was indicated and field measurements like ear length, weight, 

sex, body length, and reproductive status (number of mammae, descended testes, pregnancy, or 

genitalia physiology) were included in the dataset. In addition, all mice that were captured were 

marked with uniquely numbered ear tags. 

Statistical Analysis 

The National Weather Service “Preliminary Monthly Climate Data” from Marquette, 

Michigan was used as a resource for climate data ranging from July 2014 to July 2019. All 

population estimates were calculated with the program MARK using individual capture histories 

under the assumption of a closed population for each grid, i.e. no migration or immigration on 

the study area and no births or deaths. Eight models (M0, Mt, Mb, Mtb, g*M0, g*Mt, g8Mb, 

g*Mtb) were selected to run each estimate and the best fit model (ΔAIC < 2, parameter number < 

4) was chosen as the population estimate for that site. Grids that captured less than five mice 

were also included with the population analysis using the minimum number known alive as a 

proxy for population size. Population estimates were then converted to density per kilometer to 

be used as a consistent comparison between data sources, given the varying plot areas of the 



sample sites. Additionally, the reproductive score, a given number from 0-3 based on 

reproductive status (0- non reproductive, 1- testes descended or vagina open, 2 - pregnancy, 3- 

lactating female) was also calculated and included in the dataset.  

Multiple statistical analyses were conducted to uncover potential population drivers 

behind P. maniculatus gracilis and P. leucopus based on climate, reproduction, and habitat 

selection. Using the combined means of the population densities over time, two time series from 

2014-2018 were created displaying the two species’ population trends by year and by each 

month sampled over the consecutive years. Preliminary tests like Shapiro-Wilks assessed the 

normality of the population density, the reproductive score, and the proportion of reproductive 

individuals. A log transformation was then conducted on the reproductive score and a logit 

transformation on the proportion of reproductive individuals to yield a normal distribution. 

Bartlett tests determined if there were equal variances between the species for population 

density, reproductive score, the proportion of reproductive individuals, and the average capture 

success (See Table 3). 

After validating the data, Spearman correlation tests were used for climate analysis based 

on the concluded non-normal distribution and variance differences between the species 

population densities. Two Spearman tests were calculated using the combined population 

densities across time, regardless of species, against each climatic variable, average precipitation 

(inches) and average temperature (Fº). Additional Spearman correlations were run separately by 

species, including data from all time periods, against the two climatic variables for species-

specific correlations. The calculated difference between the species’ densities was also used 

against the two climatic variables to determine if differences in species’ population density over 

time were correlated with changes in climate.  



For the reproduction analysis, a X² test was used to understand the relationship of year 

and species on reproductive individual counts. A 2-Way ANOVA was conducted to examine 

differences in the average reproductive score between P. leucopus and P. maniculatus based on 

month. Another 2-Way ANOVA was used to determine differences in the reproductive 

proportions and uncover any possible interactions using month and species as factors.  

The Bartlett test of variance concluded that the capture success rate between species had 

unequal variances, thus the Mann Whitney U Test was performed to uncover any significant 

differences between P. leucopus and P. maniculatus capture success rates. A Kruskal- Wallis test 

was also used to assess for significant differences in capture success between habitat sites.  

 

Results 

The total population estimate size for Peromyscus was 2,714 mice over all the plots at 

UNDERC from 2014 to 2018. P. leucopus total population estimate was approximately 469 

individuals and P. maniculatus was approximately 2,246 individuals over the entire time span 

(Table 1). It is assumed that no mice migrated between plots and that each plot was a closed 

population during each trapping period.  

Time Series of Population Density. The population densities over each month vary, the 

greatest peak for population density occurring on August 2018 for P. maniculatus (6.08782 per 

km²) and July 2014 for P. leucopus (2.5232 mice per km²). Additionally, 2015 observed the 

lowest average population density for all years in both species, P. leucopus with 0.239 mice per 

km² and P. maniculatus with 2.063 mice per km² (Table 2). Each year is variable in the observed 

month for peak population densities between the two species (Figure 1). 



Climate and Population Density. Spearman correlations indicate that there were multiple 

significant correlations between increased precipitation and increased population densities of 

Peromyscus (Table 4). P. maniculatus (p-value = 0.02) has a slightly positive correlation with 

precipitation (rho= 0.533), but P. leucopus density was found to have no correlation with 

summer precipitation or average temperature (p-value = 0.05427, 0.5). Similarly, no significant 

correlation was found for temperature for P. maniculatus. The calculated difference between the 

species’ densities and precipitation yielded a significant result (p-value = 0.03229), determining 

that larger differences in species’ population density are correlated with increased precipitation 

(rho= 0.496). These results combined indicate that greater gaps between densities are partly due 

to increasing P. maniculatus populations and varied P. leucopus populations during wetter 

weather.  

Reproduction and Time Period. The X² test yielded results with significance, yearly 

observed counts of reproductive individuals is dependent on species (X² = 16.4229. p-value = 

.000929). The percentage of reproductive individuals based on the total count for each species  

observed throughout the years shows that there is an increase from 4.8% to 37.6% for P. 

leucopus from 2014 to 2018 (Table 5). 2018 is the only year where the proportion of P. leucopus 

is greater in comparison to P. maniculatus. Another  X² test was run for species, month, and 

count of reproductive individuals, indicating a significant relationship between reproductive 

individuals of different Peromyscus species and the month (p-value is < 0.00001, see Table 5). A 

2-Way ANOVA uncovered that the month (p = 0.00051) and the interaction of month and 

species affect the proportions of reproductive individuals (p = 0.001497). An additional 2-Way 

ANOVA examined differences in the average reproductive score between P. leucopus and P. 

maniculatus based on month, and found that there were significant relationships between the 



month (p-value = 0.0336) and the interacting factors upon the reproductive score (p-value = 

0.0288, see Figure 4).  

Capture Success and Habitat Type. After the Bartlett assessment, it was shown that the 

capture success averages were varied between species. This is unsurprising as there were only 

two individuals of P. leucopus that were captured in total from all the sites. A Mann-Whitney U 

test was performed on the average capture success between the two species, regardless of habitat 

type and revealed a significant result (p-value = 0.01126), that there were differences between 

the two species’ capture success averages and that capture success tend to be greater in P. 

maniculatus than P. leucopus. A Kruskal Wallis test was performed on capture success and 

habitat type (treefall gaps, powerlines, human building sites, and closed maple forests) and 

showed that habitat type had an insignificant relationship (df = 3, p-value = 0.32) to varying rates 

of capture success using combined Peromyscus data.  

 

Discussion 

 Climate and Population Density. In this study, the varying results for the main hypothesis 

suggest many surprising conclusions for the population densities and presence of Peromyscus. 

The first aspect of the hypothesis was unsupported, in fact, the population densities of 

Peromyscus increase with the presence of more precipitation during the summer and have no 

relationship with increasing or decreasing summer temperature. Additionally, P. maniculatus 

consistently has a higher population density during wetter weather on average than P. leucopus. 

To understand this further, Morton et al. (1995) found decreased population densities of various 

species of Peromyscus, including P. maniculatus, during a period of drought and determined that 

water availability may be a factor in birth timing of mice. Additionally the effect of water 



presence and reproduction is further suggested by Nelson (1993) who indicated that water 

restrictions can decrease reproductive activity within P. maniculatus males. However, this 

positive relationship is not concrete, precipitation during breeding season has been known to 

affect the relative mortality of female and male nestlings of P. maniculatus borealis (Havelka 

and Millar 1997). Precipitation is so variable that a study done by Rueppell et al (2002) on two 

populations of P. maniculatus yielded no significant correlations between precipitation and 

temperature to summer population growth. This null relationship has also been supported by 

Myers et al (1985) in a slightly different way, who found no correlation between rainfall in the 

summer and population of mice in the autumn. These potential effects of precipitation on 

population density and reproduction of Peromyscus is still debatable, but the relationship to time 

is definite.  

Reproduction and Time Period. Populations of Peromyscus, like most small mammals, 

can fluctuate throughout the years, but follow a solid pattern of breeding and non-breeding 

season over the course of a year. Population spikes usually occur during the summer because the 

mice are breeding, but population differences between P. leucopus and P. maniculatus based on 

reproductive behavior has not been extensively studied. The northward expansion theory of P. 

leucopus suggests that earlier springs are allowing a likelier chance of P. leucopus surviving into 

the winter (Meyers et al 2005), but other studies suggest that the extended period of P. leucopus 

breeding season is a potential driver behind population increases (Rowland 2003). This study 

hypothesized that the occurrence of extended reproductive behavior would be a significant 

difference between species, supported by the results of the investigation. It was found that month 

and species were significantly related to multiple reproduction factors, the reproductive score 

and the proportion of reproductive individuals. Additionally, the interaction between month and 



species upon those reproductive factors are important indicators that the reproductive differences 

between species are statistically significant throughout the summer months. Using Figure 4, it 

has been shown that there are more reproductive individuals and reproductive activity for P. 

leucopus during September in comparison to P. maniculatus across the four years and sites. 

Additionally, the majority of reproductive distribution for P. maniculatus is earlier in the 

summer, around June, and decreases by September. This finding provides significant evidence 

for population analysis if studied further, considering the long term implications of population 

replacement or competition from advantageous breeding periods. 

Capture Success and Habitat Type. The last aspect of this study’s hypothesis was 

unsupported by the data collected in the field. Species capture successes were considered 

statistically different, due to the lack of P. leucopus individuals caught at the sites and the 

common occurrence of P. maniculatus at almost all of the sites (Figure 6). The population 

analysis of this study saw the greatest number of P. leucopus just in the last year, which makes it 

more surprising that only two P. leucopus individuals were caught. These results of this study 

may be due to a variety of factors. Although there were no significant results for P. leucopus 

density and precipitation, climatic factors affecting the winter survival of mice may be more 

important than the weather within the summer (Heisler 2014). Furthermore, a polar vortex hit 

during the last winter and it has been shown that P. maniculatus are better winter specialists than 

P. leucopus (Pierce and Vogt 1993). Mice that stay in uncovered habitats are also vulnerable to 

predation and may become disoriented if they stray too far from the forest edge (Zollner and 

Lima 1997). This may explain the lack of difference in capture success between the varying 

habitat types (Figure 5). 



The data used in this study was extensive and came from various sources, allowing 

variability in data comprehensiveness and accuracy from each source to potentially accumulate 

in the dataset. For example, the NEON dataset was occasionally inconsistent in taking field 

measurements given the large volume of mice the organization processes on each grid. Some 

mice could be marked a different species, sex, or have ear lengths measuring from 14mm-19mm 

in the course of the three trapping days or between the months. However, any individual data 

point that was contested without further evidence available to identify it to the correct species 

was discarded from the dataset. Samples in all datasets that were not identified to species, 

perhaps due to escape during measurements, were also excluded from the data. Carnivore 

attacks, like bears and raccoons, were also obstacles that could have significant effects on the 

population estimates, especially if trapping concluded earlier than expected. However, grids that 

were only trapped one day were excluded from the dataset and non-consecutive trapping days 

were also discarded. Another limitation to this study was that only two replicates for each site 

were used for the habitat selection analysis, making the capture data less significant with the 

small sample size and lack of replication. A comparable study should use more replicates and 

habitats, perhaps ensuring consistent vegetation throughout the habitat types. Additionally, the 

last day of trapping for the habitat transects had a variable ratio of bait, further conflicting the 

capture success data. 

Future studies using the population estimates of all breeding, post-breeding, and non-

breeding seasons to focus on climatic factors affecting population, especially during the winter, 

would be beneficial to further explain population density differences. Factors affecting winter 

survival and thus the population of Peromyscus, could be explained by a long term observational 

study of nest boxes during the winter and possibly conclude species- specific behavior patterns. 



Parsing out the genetics of specific populations of mice across the Upper Peninsula may also 

lead to significant conclusions for the historical and eventual distribution of P. leucopus and P. 

maniculatus. Additionally, compiling the remaining NEON sites across the Upper Peninsula, or 

even across North America, would be a significant resource for the current geographical 

distribution and population of Peromyscus and other small mammals. Studies of vegetation for 

preferred habitat sites and ecosystem overlaps in home ranges would also be a useful study to 

investigate habitat selection of deer mice. Overall, species differentiation between P. leucopus 

and P. maniculatus are important sources for population studies and significant indicators of 

changing behaviors under climate change.  
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Table 1: The sum of population estimates from MARK, including all grid data collected from 

each year. The year 2014 included only the NEON dataset, due to data availability.   

 

 



Table 2: The average population density per kilometer for each year, seperated into months. 

Population densities include all sites trapped in that month and year. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3: Bartlett tests assessed different continuous variables for variance. Capture success and 

population density were observed to have variance between species (p < 0.05). Any variable 

known to have variance were subjected to non-parametric tests. 

 

 

Table 4: Spearman correlation tests assessed climatic variables relationships to species’ 

population density. The label “Dif Density” is the calculated difference between species’ average 

population densities. 

 



Table 5: The chi-square statistic is 16.4229. p-value = .000929, df = 4

 

 

Table 6: The chi-square statistic is 37.2856. The p-value is < 0.00001. The result is significant at 

p < .05. 

 

 



 

Figure 1: Population densities averaged by year, dataset only includes months from June-

September. The year 2014 includes only 3 NEON plots, all other years include 11 plots. 

Population densities for P. maniculatus varied greatly during the months of 2018, increasing the 

probable range of actual population densities for that year.   



  

 

Figure 2: The figures above are regressions of average population densities and climate. Species 

specific series are displayed. Spearman correlations indicate that there is a significant correlation 

between increased precipitation and increased population densities of P. maniculatus (p-value = 

0.02) and P. leucopus (p-value = 0.05427). No significant correlation for temperature for either 

species.  

 

 

 



 

Figure 3: The difference was calculated by subtracting the population density averages of P. 

leucopus from the population density averages of P. maniculatus. The calculated difference 

between the species’ densities and precipitation yielded a significant result (p-value = 0.03229), 

determining that larger differences in species’ population density are correlated with increased 

precipitation (rho= 0.496). Temperature yielded no significant results (p-value = 0.05604) 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Above are graphic representations of 2- Way ANOVAs that were found to be 

significant for both reproductive variables. Both month and the interaction between month and 

species were considered significant for the reproductive score (p = 0.0336, 0.0288). The same 

factors were considered significant for proportion of reproductive individuals (p =0.000511, 

0.001497) 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Kruskal-Wallis was used to analyze the capture success and habitat type. No 

significant result was found. (df = 3, p-value = 0.3196). Closed maple forests were used as a 

comparison to the three other disturbed sites. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Based on a Mann Whitney U test, the differences between the capture success and the 

species is significant, with observations skewing towards greater captures for P. maniculatus (p-

value = 0.01126) 


